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Abstract 
Cancer immunotherapy by immune checkpoint blockade (ICB) is effective for several           
cancer types 1, however, its clinical use is encumbered by a high variability in patient               
response. Several studies have suggested that Tumor Mutational Burden (TMB)          
correlates with patient response to ICB treatments 2–6, likely due to immunogenic            
neoantigens generated by novel mutations accumulated during cancer progression 7.  
Association of TMB and response to checkpoint inhibitors has become widespread in the             
oncoimmunology field, within and across cancer types 7–11, and has led to the             
development of commercial TMB-based biomarker platforms. As a result, patient          
prioritization for ICB based on individual TMB level was recently approved by the FDA 12.  
Here we revisit the association of mutational burden with response to checkpoint            
inhibitors by aggregating pan-cancer data of ICB-treated patients with whole-exome          
sequencing and clinical annotation. Surprisingly, we find little evidence that TMB is            
predictive of patient response to immunotherapy. Our analysis suggests that previously           
reported associations arise from a combination of confounding disease subtypes and           
incorrect statistical testing. We show that using a TMB threshold for clinical decisions             
regarding immunotherapy could deprive potentially responding patients of receiving         
efficacious and life-extending treatment. Finally, we present a simple mathematical model           
that extends the neoantigen theory, is consistent with the lack of association between             
TMB and response to ICB and highlights the role of immunodominance. Our analysis             
calls for caution in the use of TMB as a biomarker and emphasizes the necessity of                
continuing the search for other genetic and non-genetic determinants of response to            
immunotherapy. 
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Immune checkpoint blockade (ICB) treatments such as anti-CTLA-4 and anti-PD1,          

which target regulatory pathways in T-lymphocytes to enhance antitumor immune          

responses, have already proven to elicit durable clinical responses for some patients            
1,13–15. However, the genetic determinants of response to immunotherapy have yet to be             

found. Several studies 2–6 suggested that Tumor Mutational Burden (TMB), computed as            

the total number of nonsynonymous somatic mutations, is correlated with response to            

immunotherapy in cancer. The underlying hypothesis posits that a fraction of           

nonsynonymous mutations become exposed as epitopes and constitute neoantigens,         

which can trigger an anticancer response by the immune system. The association            

between high mutational burden and response to immunotherapy, within and across           

cancer types 7–11, has been widely reported in the scientific literature and the media. As               

a result, TMB is currently discussed as the most clinically advanced biomarker of             

response to immune checkpoint blockade 16,17, and the FDA approved the use of TMB to               

identify patients most likely to derive clinical benefit 12. These studies also triggered a              

search for inexpensive assays to predict TMB directly 18, as well as TMB-derived             

measures, such as neoantigens, neoepitopes, and mutation clonality 19, which are all            

currently under investigation to further stratify patients most likely to respond to            

immunotherapy. Our analysis focuses on TMB itself, as this is the most widely used and               

only FDA-approved measure.  

TMB association with clinical benefit from immunotherapy 

To evaluate the association of TMB with response to ICB, we analyzed 501             

immunotherapy patients with publicly available pre-treatment whole-exome sequencing        

data ( Material and Methods). We included patient-level data from an aggregate of            

early seminal studies 20 as well as recent clear cell renal cell cancer 21, non-small cell                

lung cancer 6 and melanoma 22 ICB-treated cohorts. For every dataset examined, we             

retrieved TMB levels and survival data (Progression-Free Survival (PFS) or Overall           

Survival (OS)) for each patient. Additionally, cohorts provided response classification for           

most patients. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest pan-cancer aggregate of               
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ICB-treated patients with WES and clinical data, which allow a robust unified statistical             

assessment of TMB as a predictor of ICB response 

 

Consistent with published studies 6,20–22, we find ( Figure 1A) that only the melanoma             

datasets (mel1 and mel2) and non-small cell lung cancer datasets (lung1 and lung2)             

yield a significant difference in TMB between responders and nonresponders          

(p=8.3×10 -6 and p=7.7×10 -3 for lung1 and lung2, p=2.6×10 -2 and p=4.1×10-2 for mel1            

and mel2, Mann-Whitney U test). Two of the three other cancer types analyzed – clear               

renal cell and head and neck cancers – showed an unexpected inverse trend between              

TMB and survival, although the association was non-significant (Figure 1A). 

  

All datasets showed a considerable overlap in TMB between responders and           

non-responders, as well as a large range of TMB values for the same cancer type. We                

thus tested (i) whether the association between TMB and survival arises due to the              

different response rates of cancer subtypes with different TMB, and (ii) whether TMB             

can be used as a biomarker to predict response to ICB. 

 

We hypothesized that different cancer subtypes with distinct TMB ranges and response            

rates drive the observed increase in TMB in patients with clinical response to ICB. In               

particular, acral and mucosal melanomas are known to yield lower TMB and have a              

poorer prognosis 23. Similarly, non-small cell lung tumours from smokers have higher            

TMB and published studies showed that ICB confers a survival advantage in smokers             

compared to never smokers 24. Consistent with a previous study 22, we find that              

stratifying melanoma patients based on their disease subtype removes the association           

observed between TMB and clinical benefit in mel1 and mel2 ( Figure 1B). However,             

stratifying non-small cell lung tumours based on the patient smoking status still showed             

a significantly higher TMB for responders vs non-responders, for smokers (current and            

former) (p=1.3×10-4 and p=1.8×10-2 for lung1 and lung2, Mann-Whitney U test)), but not             

among non-smokers. Other factors may contribute to a substantially better response of            
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higher TMB in smoker patients. In particular, the presence of Chronic Obtrusive            

Pulmonary Disease (COPD) 25 could be a factor underlying the better response of             

high-TMB patients. While none of the ICB-treated cohort provided COPD status, several            

recent observations are consistent with the confounding role of COPD in response to             

high-TMB patients. First, COPD status is associated with increased survival after ICB            
24,26. Second, we find that TMB is significantly increased in COPD patients from TCGA              

( Figure S1 ). Third, the presence of EGFR mutation, that is infrequent in lung tumours of               

COPD patients 27,28, has been reported to correlate with poor response to            

immunotherapy 20. Consistently, a large lung study that excluded patients with           

targetable EGFR mutation ( KEYNOTE-189 29, n=293) observed no association of high           

TMB with survival and clinical response to ICB. Together this suggests that COPD             

status can be a confounder that could explain higher TMB among smokers that respond              

to ICB; this hypothesis can be tested by future studies. 

 

We also revisit a meta-analysis that reported a positive correlation between response            

rates and TMB across different cancer types 10,11. In that study, each cancer type is               

characterized by a median TMB and a median response rate; and splits melanoma and              

colorectal cancers – but not other cancers – into subtypes. We find that the correlation               

of the cancer-median TMB with the response rate reported in this study is driven solely               

by the TMB-response association of melanoma and colorectal cancers subtypes          

( Figure S2 ): when three points representing these subtypes were removed, the           

correlation becomes non-significant (p=0.10 for monotherapy, and p=0.21 for         

combination therapy). Thus, beyond subtypes with extreme differential response, no          

association between TMB and response rate across different cancer types is present in             

available data. 

 

Overall, the evidence of an association between TMB and response to ICB relies largely              

on data for two cancer types: melanoma and non-small cell lung cancer. However,             

melanoma is confounded by subtypes and lung cancer requires more data and COPD             
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stratification to validate the use of TMB. Crucially, an elevated TMB among responders             

does not imply the suitability of TMB for patient classification and treatment            

prioritization. We illustrate this particular point in the two following sections, by (i)             

investigating whether a significant cutoff can be established that would identify a high             

TMB group with significantly increased survival and (ii) assessing the overall accuracy            

of TMB as a classifier of response to ICB 10.  

TMB association with survival post-immunotherapy 

To evaluate the use of TMB for prioritizing patients, we tested whether it is possible to                

find a significant TMB cutoff that can separate patients into groups with significantly             

distinct survival rates. Strikingly, plots of survival versus TMB ( Figure 2A) do not show              

a visible correlation or TMB cutoff that could differentiate longer and shorter surviving             

patients. Nevertheless, several studies established such TMB thresholds 3,5 and          

reported a seemingly statistically significant difference in survival between patients          

below and above the threshold. One caveat of this approach is that it suffers from               

inherent multiple hypothesis testing made when the TMB thresholds have been selected            

among numerous possible values. This inherent multiple hypothesis testing would          

require further correction of the p-values; a step that is missing in all of the studies.                

However, standard approaches (e.g., Bonferroni correction, FDR correction) for multiple          

hypotheses testing would be too stringent because the hypotheses (i.e., the choices for             

TMB cutoff) are not independent.  

 

Hence, we used a randomization analysis to address this limitation. This approach is             

similar to known multiple hypothesis testing methods 30,31 and earlier statistical studies            

that examined associations between dose and response in epidemiological studies 32.           

We define the optimal TMB threshold asthat which maximizes the difference in survival             

(i.e. minimizes the logrank p-value, a standard survival analysis test) between groups            

above and below the threshold. First, the optimal TMB threshold and its p-value (p real )              

was found for the original data. Next, we randomly shuffled TMB among patients, while              
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keeping survival and censored labels unchanged, and found the optimal TMB threshold            

and its p-value (p shuf) for each randomized data. Finally, the p-value corrected for             

multiple hypotheses is derived by repeating the shuffling 1000 times and computing the             

fraction of shufflings where pshuf < preal  (Figure 2B) .  

 

Applied to the melanoma and lung cancer datasets ( Figure 2C and Figure 2D ), we find               

that the majority (~60-70%) of randomly shuffled datasets produced p shuf below the            

standard 0.05 threshold, emphasizing the need for multiple hypothesis correction.          

Overall, this correction for multiple hypothesis testing reveals non-significant p-value for           

all datasets. In particular for lung cancer, for which we previously observed a significant              

association between TMB and clinical benefit, we obtain a corrected p-value of 0.06             

among smokers for lung1 and 0.23 for lung2. Of note, a similar analysis using OS               

(available in mel1, mel2 and lung1), instead of PFS as an endpoint, showed comparable              

results, suggesting that survival definitions do not drive the results of our analysis             

( Figure S4).  

 

We further obtained consistent results for 1662 patients of MSK-IMPACT cohort treated            

with ICB but genotyped with gene panels rather than whole-exome sequencing ( Figure            

S5). Most of the 10 cancer types tested had a non-significant p-value including             

colorectal cancer (p=0.088) and melanoma (p=0.093) that have marginally significant          

p-values, except for non-small cell lung cancer (p=0.034). This study did not provide             

additional information such as tumour location for melanoma, Microsatellite Instability          

(MSI) status for colorectal cancer, or COPD for non-small cell lung tumours, which             

might confound the association of TMB with response 22,33.  

 

Taken together, our analysis shows that no single TMB cutoff can significantly            

distinguish a high TMB group with presumed increased post-treatment survival. Even           

though survival is the intuitive way of assessing response to immunotherapy, it does not              

take into account other objective measures used for clinical categorization of response            
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(e.g. changes in lesion size, assessment of pathological lymph nodes, etc). Thus, we             

next investigated the predictiveness of TMB in regards to standard clinical metrics of             

response. 

TMB as a biomarker of response to immunotherapy 

The key component for validating a biomarker is acceptable classification accuracy, i.e.            

the biomarker’s capacity to correctly classify a patient’s response 34. ROC curves            

( Figure 3A ) provide a comprehensive view of specificity and sensitivity over all possible             

cutoffs and show the lack of a clear TMB cutoff that could be used in the clinic. The                  

Area Under the Curve (AUC) is an aggregate measure of performance and is low in               

most datasets: mel1 and mel2 yield AUC of 0.62 and 0.59, and lung2 has an AUC of                 

0.68. Lung1, however, has the highest AUC of 0.85, which, as we show below, is still                

insufficient to select patients for ICB.  

 

Next, we computed the proportion of misclassified patients based on the recent FDA             

approval of 10 mutations/Mb threshold to select patients for ICB ( Figure 3B and Figure              

3C). We find that, on average across the non-small cell lung cancer and melanoma              

datasets, 62% of responders were below the treatment prioritization threshold and 19%            

of non-responders were above. While these misclassification rates were vastly different           

between datasets, current efforts that focus on harmonizing TMB estimates across           

testing laboratories and pipelines are limited by the poor predictive power of TMB.             

Indeed, our ROC analysis shows that even the optimal cutoff (Youden index associated             

cutoff) for each dataset would result in an average 25% of responders below the              

treatment prioritization threshold and thus discouraged from receiving a potentially          

efficacious and life-extending treatment ( Figure 3C). As such, the main challenge in            

using TMB in the clinic does not reside in harmonizing the values but in poor               

association between TMB and response to treatment . 
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TMB and cancer immunogenicity 

Neoantigen theory is widely used to argue that cancers with high TMB are more likely to                

elicit an immune response after ICB. Although our results show the lack of such              

dependence, we demonstrate that the effect we observe can nevertheless be explained            

by a simple mathematical model of neoantigens and immunogenicity.  

 

Our model ( Materials and Methods) aims to explain: (i) the lack of association between              

TMB and response; and (ii) the response by cancers with even very low TMB. In our                

model, each mutation has a probability Pimmunogenic to become immunogenic, i.e. to be             

expressed and presented as an epitope, to interact with the major histocompatibility            

complex, and to trigger an immune response ( Figure 4). To include possible limited             

sensitivity of the immune system, we further require that at least k crit such mutations are               

present to mount an immune response (for kcrit=1, a single mutation that becomes             

immunogenic triggers a full response). The components of our model are illustrated in             

Figure 4A and  further explained in Materials and Methods. 

 

Figure 4B shows the probability of eliciting a response ( Pimmune response) as a function of               

TMB for a range of P immunogenic and k crit values. Our model has two regimes: If individual                

mutations are unlikely to be immunogenic ( Pimmunogenic<0.1, Fig S6 ), the response rate            

increases gradually with TMB, as widely expected but inconsistent with observed           

clinical data. On the contrary, if single mutations are likely to be immunogenic             

P immunogenic>0.1, the probability of response saturates for TMB ≳ 10 making and most             

tumors are equally likely to respond to ICB, as we observed above. For Pimmunogenic in the                

range estimated in silico 35 (0 .22 for weak binders to T cells , and 0.64 for strong binders)                 

and kcrit ≃1-2 the probability of eliciting a response quickly approaches 1 for TMB≳10 and               

stays constant and independent of TMB. ( Materials and Methods). The model further            

suggests that for the regime consistent with the data ( Pimmunogenic=0.2-0.6; k crit ≃1-2 ) (i)             

>90% of tumors with as little as 10 non-synonymous mutations are immunogenic; (ii)             
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when 90% of tumors are immunogenic they have on average as few as 2 immunogenic               

mutation. These results are consistent with recently observed immunodominance         

hierarchies of the T cell responses 36: low TMB tumours can be as responsive as high                

TMB tumours since only a small subset of neoantigens are targeted by T cells.  

 

Taken together, our model and analysis of the available data together indicate that             

cancer with even very few mutations can be immunogenic, suggesting that patients with             

low TMB might also benefit from immunotherapy, as has been recently shown for             

pediatric patients with acute lymphoblastic leukaemia 36. 

Discussion 

Tumor Mutational Burden, a measure of the total somatic nonsynonymous mutations in            

a tumour, recently became a popular biomarker of response to ICB, notably because of              

its relative simplicity to assess. 

 

However, this paradigm is largely based on a series of early papers that examined              

response in melanoma and lung cancer that we show here to be potentially confounded              

by tumour subtype. In particular for melanoma, recent analyses 22 and our results             

indicate the site location can explain the observed association between TMB and            

response to ICB. For lung cancer, our analysis points to the possibility that             

co-occurrence with COPD may explain the association between TMB and response to            

ICB among smokers. 

 

Critically, even when responders show significantly elevated TMB, such associations do           

not imply the suitability of TMB as a biomarker of response. In particular, we show that                

no TMB cutoff can distinguish groups of patients with significantly different survival            

rates. Besides, we show that TMB has poor accuracy as a classifier of response, even               

in the best-case scenario (Youden optimal cutpoint). This result challenges a recent            
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FDA approval of TMB for prioritizing patients for ICB. If implemented, such TMB-based             

clinical decision making would deprive many patients who can benefit from ICB from             

receiving a life-extending treatment.  

 

We also put forward a simple model that reconciles our findings with the neoantigen              

theory. Our model shows that if each mutation has a high chance of triggering an               

immune response, then only a few new mutations make a cancer immunogenic,            

consistent with the observed immunodominance when immune response is mounted          

against only a few of the neoantigens. Moreover, our model suggests that most cancers              

are immunogenic, arguing that failures of ICB likely arise due to factors independent of              

cancer immunogenicity. Furthermore, our model also explains a puzzling observation          

that immunoediting, i.e. negative selection against immunogenic mutations, is inefficient          

allowing tumours to accumulate a high TMB 37. Indeed, once a cancer accumulates             

mutations making it immunogenic, additional mutations incur no additional selective          

disadvantage i.e. show “the epistasis of diminishing return”, and hence accumulate as            

neutral or weakly damaging passenger mutations 38–40 Moreover, according to this           

argument, cancer would have to develop means to suppress the immune response            

early in its development, a prediction that can be tested in future studies of cancer               

clonal evolution. Quantitative measurements 41 and modelling of neo-antigenic effects          

can deepen our understanding of cancer development and response to immunotherapy. 

 

Although attractive and scalable, TMB does not consider the effect of specific mutations             

(missense, frameshift etc), their presentation and clonality 19, nor the state of the             

tumour, its microenvironment, and interactions with the immune system that can be            

integrated into potentially better predictors of response to ICB 42,43. Altogether, our            

analysis indicates that low TMB should not be used to deprive otherwise eligible             

patients of immunotherapy treatment, and stimulates further research into other          

determinants of response to immunotherapy.  
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Material and Methods 

Immunotherapy study population 
Three immunotherapy cohorts 6,20,21 were identified from cbioportal 44, from where 

mutational files were downloaded from. The associated clinical data were retrieved from 

the original studies. One cohort was an aggregate of different tumour types from novel 

and previously published 3–5,45–47 individuals. In addition, a recent melanoma cohort’s 

data (mutational and clinical) was retrieved directly from the original study 22. 

TCGA data 

Lung cancer TCGA data were also retrieved from cbioportal 44, and additional clinical 

annotations were downloaded from The Cancer 3′ UTR Atlas 48. COPD status was 

assessed based on the standard spirometric classification, i.e. post-bronchodilator ratio 

of forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) and forced vital capacity (FVC) below 

70%. 

Statistical analysis  
We used R version 3.6.2 to perform statistical analyses. Two-group comparisons were 

evaluated by a two-sided Mann–Whitney U test unless otherwise indicated. P < 0.05 

was considered statistically significant. 

Code availability 
The R code and data used to reproduce the analysis and figures from the paper are 

available on GitHub https://github.com/mirnylab/TMB_analysis 

Model of cancer immunogenicity 
Response to ICB treatment requires that the cancer is immunogenic and that            

immunotherapy can mount the immune response to this immunogenic cancer: Presponse =            

P immune response * Ptherapy. The probability that immunotherapy works, given that the cancer             
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is immunogenic, Ptherapy, depends on the specifics of treatment and other physiological            

variables, so we’ll assume it to be constant. The probability of being immunogenic,             

P immune response, however, depends on the ability of mutations to trigger the immune             

response. Assume that every nonsynonymous mutation has the probability Pimmunogenic          

(noted below as p ) to be expressed and presented as an epitope, to interact with the                

major histocompatibility complex, and to trigger an immune response.  

In the scenario of immunodominance, in which the immune response is mounted            

against only a few of the neopeptides, only k≤kcrit such mutations are sufficient to mount               

an immune response. Hence, the probability of being immunogenic is the probability of             

having at least kcrit presented and immunogenic mutations out of TMB:  

P immune response= p k(1-p) TMB-kC kTMB≈1- Poisson(k,TMB*p),∑
TMB

k=kcrit
∑

k −1crit

k=0
  

where p= Pimmunogenic. 

 

In the case of k crit =1, even a single mutation, if immunogenic, can trigger a response                

yielding P immune response= 1-(1-p) TMB≈1-exp(-TMB*p) . It is easy to see that for this case Pimmune              

response saturates at p*TMB~1. Thus to achieve approximately constant Pimmune response for            

TMB>10-20, one needs p>0.1 for kcrit =1 . Achieving a similar effect for kcrit >1 (i.e. P immune response                 

that doesn’t depend on TMB for TMB>10-20) requires even higher p>0.2. Moreover for k crit =1 ,               

one can estimate the expected number of immunogenic mutations (p*TMB) present when 90%             

of cancers are immunogenic: 0.9=Pimmune response≈1-exp(-TMB*p) , gives p*TMB=2.3. I.e.         

irrespective of specific value of p, when 90% of cancers are immunogenic they carry only ~2                

immunogenic mutations. 
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Figures

 

Figure 1: TMB association with clinical benefit from ICB across cancers 
(A) Association of TMB with response to ICB across five cancer types. Only melanoma 
and non-small cell lung cancer have a significantly different TMB between responders 
and non-responders. (B) Association of TMB with response to ICB for specific 
melanoma subtypes. When split into subtypes, TMB does not associate with response 
to ICB. (C) Association of TMB with response to ICB for subtypes of non-small cell lung 
cancer. When split into subtypes, TMB associates with response to ICB only among 
smokers. 
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Figure 2: TMB association with progression-free survival post-immunotherapy 
(A) Plots of progression-free survival and TMB for melanoma and lung cancer ICB cohorts show 
the lack of correlation or of an obvious TMB cutoff. (Similar plots by cancer subtypes are shown 
in Figure S3) (B) Overview of the randomization analysis. Left: the optimal cutoff is found to 
maximize the difference between survival between groups above and below the cutoff (i.e to 
minimize the logrank p-value, yielding p real ). Right: the same procedure for shuffled data yields 
p shuf. The fraction of p shuf<p real  produces a p-value corrected for multiple hypothesis testing for 
non-independent tests. (C) Results of the randomization analysis in the melanoma cohorts and 
stratification by subtypes (p-values < 10 -10 not shown) (D) randomization analysis results in the 
lung cancer cohorts and stratification by subtypes (p-values < 10 -10 not shown). When corrected 
for multiple hypotheses all cohorts fail to provide a statistically significant cutoff.   
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Figure 3: TMB as a biomarker of response to immunotherapy 
(A)(B) ROC curves for the melanoma and lung cancer cohorts. Youden index            
associated cutoffs are also plotted. (C) Boxplots of nonsynonymous mutation rates           
across responders and non responders in the melanoma and lung cancer cohorts. The             
FDA-approved cutoff (10 mutations/Mb) and the best cutoff (Youden index associated           
cutoff) are shown by vertical lines. (D) Proportion of misclassified patients based on the              
FDA-approved cutoff, as well as the Youden index cutoff for each dataset. The use of               
either cutoff leads to substantial fraction of misclassified patients (potential responders           
below the treatment cutoff, or non-responders above the cutoff).   
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Figure 4: TMB and cancer immunogenicity 
(A) Our model of cancer immunogenicity coarse-grains several cellular processes into the            
probability that a mutation becomes immunogenic (Pimmunogenic). If the number of immunogenic            
mutations reaches kcrit, the cancer triggers an immune response (B) The probability of immune              
response Pimmune responce as a function of TMB for a range of kcrit and Pimmunogenic. Rapid saturation of                  
Pimmune responce. TMB requires low kcrit and sufficiently high Pimmunogenic>0.1 (see Materials and             
Methods ).  
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Figure S1: Chronic obtrusive pulmonary disease status and TMB 
Association of TMB with COPD in TCGA. Of the 83 patients with COPD data, 43 were 
diagnosed with COPD. Here we compare COPD patients (n=43) to the rest of the cohort 
(n=1101).  
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Figure S2: Correlation between response rates and TMB across cancer types 
Median TMB in 19 cancer types of patients who underwent immunotherapy treatment 
(monotherapy or combination therapy). Pearson R correlation coefficient and p-value 
was calculated for all patients (in blue) and a subset of patients (red box and values) 
after removing melanoma and colorectal cancers.  
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Figure S3: TMB association with progression-free survival post-immunotherapy 
(A) (B) Plots of progression-free survival and TMB for melanoma and lung cancer ICB cohorts 
labelled by cancer subtype, showing the lack of correlation or of an obvious TMB cutoff.  
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Figure S4: TMB association with overall survival post-immunotherapy 
(A) randomization  analysis results in mel1 and mel2 and stratification by subtypes 
(p-values < 10-10 not shown) (B) randomization  analysis results in the lung1 and 
stratification by subtypes (p-values < 10-10 not shown). When corrected for multiple 
hypotheses all cohorts fail to provide a statistically significant cutoff.  
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Figure S5: TMB association with overall survival post-immunotherapy 
Randomization  analysis results in multiple cancer types with targeted next-generation 
sequencing (MSK-IMPACT) data (p-values < 10-10 not shown)  
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Figure S6: Components of cancer immunogenicity 
(A) Probability of eliciting an immune response for a range of kcrit values 
(B) Probability of eliciting an immune response for a range of Pimmunogenic values 
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